
March Networks Tailored Solutions  
for Restaurants 
Enhanced Security, Loss Prevention, Business Intelligence 

Leading the Future of  
Intelligent Video Solutions



Increase transaction averages, speed of service and guest frequency;  
reduce food and labor costs and protect against liability claims.  

Your Partner for Restaurant Growth

In the fast-paced restaurant industry, success is more than just serving great food. It’s 
about creating a secure, efficient, and enjoyable environment for your customers and staff; 
and maximizing opportunities for increased profits. Whether you have two locations or 
200,000, March Networks’ portfolio of tailored and scalable solutions will transform your 
restaurant operations, leveraging enhanced security, loss prevention, and cutting-edge 
business intelligence while more effectively managing sales, food and labor costs. 

Solutions for Real-World Problems
Theft, Fraud, and Inventory Management 
Integrate video surveillance with your POS systems to visually verify transactions  
and stock levels, identify fraudulent transactions in real-time, and receive alarms  
for suspicious activities.

Compliance and Safety 
Automate compliance and enhance safety with video verification of incidents and 
health protocols. Our system alerts you to potential hazards, like blocked exits, 
helping you avoid fines and reduce liability.

Operational Efficiency and Marketing Insights
Gain unparalleled insights into your operations and marketing effectiveness, 
like dashboards and reporting to optimize menu mix, cost efficiency and sales. 
Effortlessly monitor and audit your operations remotely with features like email 
snapshots, automated reports, and real-time video monitoring. 

Enhancing Customer Experience
Utilize analytics to refine dining layouts, reduce wait times, and improve 
service quality. Our system provides actionable intelligence on service time 
and customer behavior, helping you create memorable dining experiences.

Multi-Site Management and Cybersecurity
Manage and secure thousands of devices across all locations with 
ease. Our solutions offer flexibility, scalability, and the highest level of 
cybersecurity, ensuring your data and operations are protected.



Searchlight Cloud  
for Restaurants:  
Intelligence  
at Your Fingertips
Our Business Intelligence platform, Searchlight Cloud,  
integrates video surveillance with transaction data and  
AI analytics, delivering alarms and actionable insights directly 
to you. This cloud-based solution simplifies the management  
of your restaurant operations, and reduces burdens on your  
IT team, offering:

• Real-Time Notifications: Keep a pulse on your operations 
with real-time alerts and comprehensive reports. Identify 
trends, monitor transactions, and receive instant notifications 
on suspicious activities.

• Data into Dashboards: From POS systems to smart safes and 
IP cameras, Searchlight Cloud aggregates data from various 
sources into a unified dashboard, allowing you to track and 
report on incidents and performance across all locations. 

A Recipe for Success
March Networks is committed to your success. Our solutions are 
designed to address your unique challenges head-on, providing 
you with the tools you need to succeed. 

Our end-to-end services include setup, configuration, and 
maintenance of your entire system, allowing you to focus on what 
you do best — running your restaurant. Benefit from cadence 
reviews, system adoption monitoring, and expert services to 
optimize your operations and drive growth. 

With March Networks, you gain a partner with global reach and 
local support, dedicated to enhancing your security, profitability, 
and customer experience.

“I would describe March Networks’ solutions as 
the only way to go if you’re trying to implement 

loss prevention with today’s technology and 
truly make a difference in your stores. Our 

Cost of Goods improvement using the March 
Networks system paid off the entire roll out.”



Discover how March Networks 
can transform 

your restaurant chain.
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